WE’LL BE READY* FOR THE NEW 2014 GED® TEST. WILL YOU?

PROVEN EXPERIENCE

• A decade of delivering high quality GED® test preparation
• An official provider of GED® test preparation products to GED Testing Service® GED Marketplace™

LEARN MORE TODAY
Call 800.295.9556 or email sales@learningexpressllc.com

WE’VE GOT IT COVERED
PREPARE WITH LEARNINGEXPRESS

Our 2014 GED® test preparation gives test takers everything they need to do well on the new exam. It features an authentic online test experience in English and Spanish, simulating the content, timing, and format of the 2014 GED® test. Test takers will get plenty of practice on a computer using the new question types and features, including:

• Drag-and-drop
• Fill-in-the-blank
• Drop-down
• Short answer response
• Extended response
• Multiple choice
• Hot spot
• On-screen calculator

*LearningExpress’s 2014 GED® test preparation resources will be available in early 2014.
Beginning January 2, 2014, a completely new GED® test will be given. It features a new format and different content, and it tests new skills. No paper and pencil version of the test will be available. It is entirely computer-based and test takers will encounter new question types like drag-and-drop, drop down, and fill-in-the-blank. The new test is also designed to measure college and career readiness. Are you ready for the change?

LearningExpress Offers An Authentic Test Experience
- Our content was developed to the official 2014 test specifications
- We deliver robust online practice
- We offer the new question types to ensure that test takers are proficient with the technology

With Features That Enhance Learning
- Interactive tutorials and full-length practice tests for every subject
- Diagnostic scoring to identify areas of strength and weakness
- Detailed answer explanations to promote full understanding of the subject matter
- Different test-taking options to optimize learning and test readiness
- Customized study plans and targeted recommendations based on performance
- Personal portfolio to keep track of progress
- Detailed guidance for preparation and test taking

GET READY TO CHANGE LIVES
LearningExpress GED® test preparation resources help people earn the credential that can open doors to better jobs, college, and higher earnings. Adults with a high school diploma or equivalent credential earn, on average, 24% more per year than adults without one (Source: U.S. Census Bureau).
LearningExpress GED® test preparation provides an authentic online test experience, simulating the content, format, scoring, item types, and timing of the new test. There are tutorials, practice tests, skill-building practice sets, and eBooks. The resources deliver a complete package of support that includes test readiness diagnostics, Pre-GED® skill building, and skills review and test practice for the official test.

**Test Readiness**

LearningExpress offers diagnostic tests to help users determine if they have the basic skills necessary to take and pass the GED® test. Individual score reports provide detailed feedback that pinpoint strengths and weaknesses, and direct students to the LearningExpress resources that will help them become GED® test-ready. The diagnostics are based on the Tests of Adult Basic Education (TABE®).

**Pre GED® Skill Building**

LearningExpress delivers a full set of resources, at grade levels 4 through 8, for those who need to build their basic skills. These resources include interactive tutorials and targeted practice sets in reading, writing, grammar, vocabulary and spelling, and math. Tutorials feature pre-tests with individualized study plans, interactive lessons with practice and ongoing assessments, and post-tests with remediation plans. Practice sets provide detailed diagnostic score reports and full answer explanations that explain and review all key concepts. There are eBooks for added instruction. We also provide tutorials and eBooks in Spanish. All resources are leveled to the Common Core Standards to provide a consistent measurement benchmark.

**GED® 2014 Test Preparation**

LearningExpress provides comprehensive review and practice for the official test. We offer preparation in English and Spanish, including:

- Full preparation tutorials for each of the four test areas, with content developed by subject area experts. Tutorials provide targeted lessons, examples, skills practice, pre-tests, post-tests, interim and summative assessments, and individualized study plans. They contain all of the interactive items types found on the official test—multiple-choice, drag and drop, hot spot, drop down, fill in the blank, and short and extended response questions. There is also an introductory tutorial that helps users become familiar with the details of the GED® 2014 test, to help them get comfortable taking the test.

- Two full, authentic, content-valid batteries of practice tests for each subject test, modeled on the official GED® test specifications. Our practice tests include instant diagnostic scoring and detailed answer explanations for correct and incorrect responses, which serve to review the key concepts and teach critical content and skills. Tests can be taken under enforced timing conditions to mimic the official test timing or in untimed modes to facilitate learning at the user’s pace.

- GED® test preparation eBooks
Pre GED® Skill Building—Levels 4–8

Comprehensive and Interactive Tutorials, Targeted Practice Sets, eBooks, Spanish Resources

Tutorials (Levels 4-8)
- Math Skills
- Reading Skills
- Grammar Skills
- Writing Skills
- Vocabulary & Spelling Skills

Practice Sets (Levels 4-8)
Skills Improvement
- Math Skills
  - Basic Algebra
  - Data, Graphs, Statistics
  - Decimals
  - Fractions & Mixed Numbers
  - Geometry
  - Integers
  - Measurement
  - Percents
  - Ratio & Proportion
  - Real Numbers
  - Whole Numbers
- Reading Informational and Literary Texts
- Grammar Skills
- Writing Skills
- Vocabulary & Spelling Skills

Spanish Pre GED®
- Math Skills Tutorial
- Reading Skills Tutorial
- Grammar Skills Tutorial
- Vocabulary & Spelling Tutorial

eBooks (English)
- Math Skills
- Reading Skills
- Grammar Skills
- Writing Skills
- Vocabulary & Spelling Skills

eBooks (Spanish)
- Math Skills eBooks
- Language Arts eBooks

GED® 2014 Test Preparation—English & Spanish

Comprehensive Interactive Tutorials
- All About the GED® 2014: Getting to Know the Test
- Prepare for the GED® Reasoning Through Language Arts Test
- Prepare for the GED® Mathematical Reasoning Test
- Prepare for the GED® Science Test
- Prepare for the GED® Social Studies Test

Authentic Test Practice
- Reasoning Through Language Arts Practice Tests
- Mathematical Reasoning Practice Tests
- Science Practice Tests
- Social Studies Practice Tests

eBooks
- GED® Test Preparation eBooks

GED® is a registered trademark of the American Council on Education. Used under license.